2017 OLA COACH PATHWAY
STEP 1

Become Trained in Community Development (comm. dev)
1.Attend a discipline specific comm. dev clinic (administered by a CLA MA)
you are now trained.

STEP 2

Become trained in Competitive Introduction (comp intro)

*a coach must be trained in comm. dev before they may begin their comp intro
training.

1. Attend a discipline specific comp intro clinic (administered by a CLA
MA), you are now in-training.
2. Complete the online concussion awareness module, Making
Headway, you are still in-training.
3. Successfully complete the discipline specific comp intro workbook,
you are now trained.

Become certified in Competitive Introduction (comp intro)
*a coach must be trained in comm. dev AND comp intro before they may
become certified in comp intro

1. Complete the comp intro online ethical decision making module,
Make Ethical Decisions (MED), you are still trained.
2. Have a practice evaluated in-person or on video by a certified
lacrosse evaluator (administered through MA), you are now
certified.
Note: Comp Intro certified coaches are required to accumulate 20 coach
professional development points in each 5-year cycle in order to maintain active
status.

STEP 3

Become trained in Competitive Development (comp dev)

*a coach must be trained in comm. dev AND trained or certified in comp intro
before they begin their comp dev training.

1. Attend the discipline specific CLA comp dev workshops A, B, and C
as well as the multi-sport modules (Making Ethical Decisions,
Leading Drug Free Sport, Prevention and Recovery, Developing
Athletic Abilities), you are now in-training.
2. Successfully complete the discipline specific comp dev portfolio,
you are now trained.

Become certified in competitive development (comp dev)

*a coach must be trained in Comm. dev, trained or certified in comp intro and
trained in comp dev before they may be become certified in comp dev.

1. Complete the comp dev online modules, Make Ethical Decisions
(MED), Drug-Free Lacrosse, and Managing Conflict, you are still
trained.
2. Have two practices (Support to Athletes in Training and Analyze
Performance) and one game (Support the Competitive Experience)
evaluated in-person or on video by a certified lacrosse evaluator,
you are now certified.
Note: Comp Dev certified coaches are required to accumulate 20 coach
professional development points in each 5-year cycle in order to maintain active
status.

